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Traditionally, the territorial resource is reduced to its natural dimension through the set of natural materials known 
in the territory, to which men attribute properties. They designate the means available to individuals to carry out 
their actions and to create wealth (Brunet et al., 1993).  For Vergnolle Mainar (2006), these natural resources are 
"considered as a source of wealth and are therefore approached from the angle of their exploitation and the 
activities they allow. According to this vision, considered as deterministic, Lamara. H (2009) maintains that the 
wealth of a territory is measured by the extent of its soil and subsoil resources. The larger the territory, the greater 
and more varied the wealth and the more powerful the territory is considered to be. Territorial analysis has made it 
possible to renew the content of this tradi-tional vision. By focusing on the dynamics of actors, the current carried 
by Pecqueur. B and Colletis. G (1993) proposes an analysis in which the resource is not a given but it is a collective 
construction based on speci�city and anchoring. They distinguish between, on the one hand, the notion of "asset" 
and that of "resource", and on the other hand, they qualify assets or resources according to their nature, "generic" 
or "speci�c".

The resource valorization opens up very broad perspectives for the territory, and also reveals the degree of involve-
ment of the actors in the process of its construction. Thus, the speci�c resources represent the imprint and the 
singularity of the territory, what distinguishes it from others. The development of speci�c resources therefore 
represents a process of di�erentiation of the territory carried by its actors, through the recognition and identi�ca-
tion of resources that carry shared values, which allows to set in motion a dynamic in which the local popula-tions 
derive bene�ts in order to improve the environment and living conditions.
The multidisciplinary studies conducted by the NCSR Group that led to the proposal of the concept of territorial 
intelligence in 1998 (Girardot, 2000) have produced an evolution of the conception of territory "from a natural 
framework, more or less constraining, endowed with a more or less enriching historical heritage" (Girardot, 2002) to 
a dynamic ecosystem that each human community co-constructs according to its culture and its collective intelli-
gence. Its "co-evolution" (Sander Van der Leeuw, 1998) is based on the interaction between a portion of land 
surface and human communities. As early as 1952, without having been heard at the time, Jean Gottmann had 
de�ned territory as the result of human action on a geographical space and its compartmentalization. The 
Research Group "International Network of Territorial Intelligence" (INTI 20011-2014) has taken up this dynamic 
vision which results in a great diversity of territories within the framework of the co-evolution of the environmental 
foot-print and human culture. This diversity evolves in a multi-scalar logic, from local to global. The territories are 
not only inscribed in proximity and continuity, but also in a logic of commercial, industrial and digital networks. For 

example, an oasis is only a humid and green enclave linked to the presence of springs in the middle of a hostile 
desert if we forget that it owes its existence to its role as a caravan stop on a trade route (Girardot and Ormaux, 
2014). From the notion of "area of action" (Burt, 1943), R. Montenegro introduces the "multiple territories" where 
each individual integrates several intra-speci�c territories outside the individual (Montenegro, 2013)
Moreover, the INTI have developed from the Mosaic project the concept of resilience linked to the collective intelli-
gence equipped by the information technologies within the territorial actors' networks, where the territory is 
pragmatically the place of actors' coordination and the place of action of the "citizen" inhabitants
The co-evolutionary conception of territorial intelligence has been con�rmed over the last ten years by the concept 
of anthromes (Ellis, 2021), which de�nes the types of anthropized habi-tats according to the characteristics of 
biodiversity and human activities. The diversity of anthromes shows that not all territories have undergone the same 
evolution over the last twelve millennia, nor the same transmission of information and knowledge. 
The collective approach to the construction and shaping of the territory, based on the choice of resource develop-
ment methods, and involving a diversity of actors, allows for a more transversal and decompartmentalized 
approach, opening up prospects for cooperation between actors whose purposes are not exclusively commercial 
but also noncommercial Hachemaoui. B (2020).
The valorization of resources constitutes, moreover, a lever of development for the territories not only at the econom-
ic level, but also at the social and ecological levels, thus making it pos-sible, to reinforce the di�erentiation of the 
productions and the territorial attractiveness on the one hand, and on the other hand, to start an innovative territori-
al economic dynamics and gen-erator of employment and wealth, favorable to a social progression of the local 
populations and respectful of the environment 
The role of actors in this process of territorial enhancement is central. Indeed, they act and interact in a complex 
system to appropriate their space and transform it through planning and development actions and resilient 
socio-ecological transformations, moreover, they create proximities mainly organizational that allow the revelation 
of speci�c resources resulting from their mobilization, their concertation and their coordination around projects that 
are not necessarily material but can be a history, a myth, an identity or a common value
This complexity, which characterizes the relationships that link the actors intervening in the territory, comes not only 
from the number and diversity of these actors, but also from the changing roles that they can play. Indeed, a player 
can intervene in di�erent �elds and have several legitimacies at the same time, which is what some call "multi-hat-
ted players". His ac-tion is then linked to the di�erent postures and roles he may have.  
Nowadays, the power relations that are exercised between the actors of a territory are not nec-essarily of a con�ict-
ual nature, but more often of a constructive nature within which more and more actors have the capacity to express 
themselves thanks to the mechanisms of governance in the sense of a "multi-scalar coordination of private and 
public actors around a project in order to solve a productive problem" Lamara. H (2009). The territory is thus shaped 
through the relationships that its actors maintain; they constitute as many respective powers and coun-ter-powers 
that create a balance. Its dynamics will then depend on the degree of coordination between these actors, which is 
the result of the level of local governance. Indeed, the quality of the local institutional framework and the mecha-
nisms through which local governance is exercised play a decisive role in the development of organized proximity 
between local actors in a perspective of collective intelligence that associates skills in a cooperative manner in order 
to co-construct, implement and evaluate innovative projects that above all meet the needs of local populations. This 
collective intelligence must notably integrate information and communication technologies as well as analysis tools 
to identify and process information within shared, cooperative and "intelligent" territorial information systems 
Girardot. J-J (2011). 
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